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Executive Summary

MemeCoinDAO.ai is set to revolutionize DeFi with a robust roadmap that begins with the 
launch of $MEMES token, followed by a series of strategic developments including a 
community-driven DAO, a Telegram bot for SPL token deployment, advanced trading 
features, and a comprehensive incubation program. At the core of our innovation is a 
revenue-sharing model designed to reward community members, fostering a secure, 
inclusive, and collaborative ecosystem. Each phase builds upon the last, aiming to enhance inclusive, and collaborative ecosystem. Each phase builds upon the last, aiming to enhance 
user experience, increase platform capabilities, and solidify MemeCoinDAO.ai's position as 
a leader in the decentralized finance space. Join us as we embark on this journey to 
reshape the future of finance, where community, innovation, and shared success are 
paramount.
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1. Introduction

In the rapidly evolving environment of decentralized finance (DeFi), MemeCoinDAO.ai 
emerges as a beacon of innovation and accessibility. Our platform is dedicated to 
democratizing the world of trading and token management on the Solana blockchain, 
providing advanced, secure, and user-centric solutions that cater to the needs of a diverse 
user base. With a focus on inclusivity and empowerment, MemeCoinDAO.ai is primed to 
redefine the trading experience, making it more accessible, efficient, and rewarding for redefine the trading experience, making it more accessible, efficient, and rewarding for 
everyone involved.

         Why A Community Token DAO on Solana?

The Solana blockchain is known for its high throughput, low transaction costs, and strong 
scalability. These features make it an ideal foundation for deploying a Community Token 
Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO), which aims to leverage these technological 
benefits to create a decentralized, efficient, and community-driven ecosystem.

● High-Speed Transactions:● High-Speed Transactions: Solana's ability to process thousands of transactions per 
second ensures that DAO operations, from voting to token transfers, are swift and
seamless. This responsiveness is crucial for maintaining an agile and efficient governance 
model.

● Low Costs: With lower transaction fees, the Solana network ensures that being involved in 
the DAO is economically feasible for a broad range of users, encouraging wider 
participation and engagement.

● Scalability:● Scalability: As the community grows and the volume of transactions increases, Solana's 
scalability ensures that the Community Token DAO can expand its operations without facing 
performance bottlenecks.

● Interoperability: Solana's growing ecosystem of projects and platforms offers numerous 
opportunities for integration and collaboration, making the Community Token DAO a 
versatile and dynamic participant in the DeFi space.

         What makes MemeCoinDAO.ai stand out on Solana?

Investors are always on the lookout for opportunities that promise not only returns but also Investors are always on the lookout for opportunities that promise not only returns but also 
innovation, security, and community engagement. MemeCoinDAO.ai's token offers these 
advantages and more:

● Incentivized Participation: Token holders are more than  just investors; they are active 
participants in the governance and evolution of the platform. This creates a community of 
engaged users who have a vested interest in the success and growth of MemeCoinDAO.ai.

● Utility and Value: The tokens are designed to have intrinsic utility within the platform, 
including governance, transaction fee discounts, access to exclusive features, and more. including governance, transaction fee discounts, access to exclusive features, and more. 
As the platform grows and the demand for these utilities increases, so too does the value 
of the tokens.
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● Transparency and Trust: Operating on the Solana blockchain, MemeCoinDAO.ai offers un-
paralleled transparency in its operations, smart contracts, and transaction records. This 
level of openness builds trust and credibility among investors.

● Cutting-Edge Features: By investing in MemeCoinDAO.ai tokens, investors are backing a 
platform at the forefront of DeFi innovation. From the SPL Token Deployer Bot to the 
Community Token DAO and advanced trading tools, the platform is constantly evolving and 
introducing new features that keep it competitive and relevant.

● Community and Network Effect: As more users join and participate in the Community 
Token DAO, the network effect takes hold, increasing the value and utility of the platform 
for all members. Investors can see this growing engagement as a sign of a healthy and 
thriving ecosystem.

In conclusion, MemeCoinDAO.ai's introduction of a Community Token DAO on the Solana In conclusion, MemeCoinDAO.ai's introduction of a Community Token DAO on the Solana 
blockchain represents a strategic and forward-thinking approach to DeFi. By offering a 
token with real utility, a comprehensive technological foundation, and a focus on community 
governance, MemeCoinDAO.ai is not just proposing a new platform but is inviting investors 
and users alike to be part of a movement that is shaping the future of decentralized
finance.

          2. Technology Overview

MemeCoinDAO.ai is built on the cutting-edge Solana blockchain, known for its high-speed MemeCoinDAO.ai is built on the cutting-edge Solana blockchain, known for its high-speed 
and low-cost transactions, offering an ideal environment for DeFi innovations. At the core of 
our technology strategy is a commitment to integrating artificial intelligence (AI) to enhance 
platform capabilities, improve user experience, and provide sophisticated analytical tools. 
AI's role in reshaping society and financial markets is profound, offering transformative 
possibilities that align perfectly with the goals of the crypto community and broader society.

Integration of Artificial Intelligence in MemeCoinDAO.ai

● Trading Bots and Predictive Analytics:● Trading Bots and Predictive Analytics: MemeCoinDAO.ai will utilize AI to power advanced 
trading bots capable of analyzing vast amounts of market data to identify trends, predict 
market movements, and execute trades with precision and speed. This level of analysis 
goes beyond human capabilities, offering a significant advantage in strategy formulation 
and risk management.

● Personalized User Experience: AI will be used to tailor the user experience, offering
 personalized dashboard views, notifications, and trading suggestions based on individual  personalized dashboard views, notifications, and trading suggestions based on individual 
trading patterns, risk profiles, and preferences. This level of customization improves user 
satisfaction and engagement, making DeFi more accessible and enjoyable.

● Smart Contract Optimization: By leveraging AI, MemeCoinDAO.ai can enhance the 
efficiency and security of smart contracts. Machine learning algorithms can analyze past 
transactions and behaviors to identify potential vulnerabilities or inefficiencies in contract 
code, ensuring that operations are not only faster but also more secure.
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The Role of Artificial Intelligence in Reshaping Society and Financial Markets

● Democratization of Finance: AI levels the playing field in financial markets, offering tools 
and insights that were once available only to large institutions to individual traders and 
small organizations. This democratization allows for more equitable participation and 
innovation in financial markets, contributing to a more inclusive economy.

● Enhanced Market Efficiency:● Enhanced Market Efficiency: AI's ability to process and analyze large datasets quickly and 
accurately contributes to greater market efficiency. By identifying trends and anomalies 
faster than humans can, AI helps in making more informed and timely decisions, reducing 
the occurrence of irrational market behaviors and bubbles.

● Risk Management and Security: AI significantly enhances the ability to detect and respond 
to security threats, from unusual trading patterns to potential smart contract exploits. 
Continuous learning and adaptation make AI an invaluable tool in the ongoing fight against Continuous learning and adaptation make AI an invaluable tool in the ongoing fight against 
fraud and financial crimes.

● Innovative Financial Products and Services: AI enables the creation of new financial 
products and services that are more adaptive, responsive, and personalized. From 
AI-driven insurance models to credit scoring, the financial landscape is set to become more 
innovative and customer-focused.

● Global Economic Inclusion: ● Global Economic Inclusion: By reducing barriers to entry and offering enhanced learning 
tools, AI can play a critical role in bringing more individuals and businesses into the global 
economy. Especially in underbanked regions, AI-driven financial services can provide 
access to capital, credit, and investment opportunities that were previously out of reach.

MemeCoinDAO.ai fully integrates AI into its platform. Beyond enhancing its own 
capabilities, it is also contributing to a broader movement of technological transformation in 
society and financial markets. By leveraging the speed and efficiency of the Solana 
blockchain alongside the intelligence and adaptability of AI, MemeCoinDAO.ai is blockchain alongside the intelligence and adaptability of AI, MemeCoinDAO.ai is 
well-positioned to lead in the new era of intelligent, inclusive, and innovative finance.
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3. Project Road Map
a. Phase 1: $MEMES token private/ presale
b. Phase 2: Airdrop and $MEMES launch
c. Phase 3: CG, CMC, AVE, 1st CEX
d. Phase 4: CEX Listing
e. Phase 5: DAO creation on the Realms.today platform
f.   Phase 6: Deployment of MemeCoinDAO_Botf.   Phase 6: Deployment of MemeCoinDAO_Bot
g. Phase 7: Sniper/ trading bot beta launch
h. Phase 8: Advanced features integration
i.   Phase 9: Revenue sharing model deployment
j.   Phase 10: Incubation program launch

*Phase 1 - 4: See MemeCoinDAO.ai Roadmap 2024 for more details. 

3.e. Phase 5: Community Token DAO Formation
MemeCoinDAO.ai focuses on establishing a Community Token DAO, a pivotal step inMemeCoinDAO.ai focuses on establishing a Community Token DAO, a pivotal step in
 bringing up a healthy, democratic, and interactive ecosystem. By leveraging the SPL
 governance platform hosted on the Realms website, we aim to create a DAO-as-a-Service 
model that significantly benefits our community members and token holders. This phase is 
about 
empowering users through collective decision-making, transparency, and shared ownership.

● Benefits of SPL Governance Platform on Realms: ● Benefits of SPL Governance Platform on Realms: The Realms platform is designed to 
streamline the creation and management of DAOs on the Solana blockchain. It provides 
tools and infrastructure that make it easier for communities to organize, make decisions, 
and manage resources collectively. Here's how utilizing this platform benefits the 
MemeCoinDAO.ai community:

     - Simplified DAO Creation:      - Simplified DAO Creation: Realms simplifies the process of creating and launching a                 
DAO, making it accessible to more people. This is crucial for MemeCoinDAO.ai as it lowers 
the technical barrier for entry, allowing more community members to participate in 
governance.

     - Transparent Decision-Making: The platform facilitates transparent and verifiable voting 
mechanisms. Every decision, vote, and transaction is recorded on the blockchain, ensuring 
a high level of integrity and trust in the DAO's operations.

     -  Efficient Resource Management:      -  Efficient Resource Management: Realms provides tools for managing a DAO's 
treasury and resources. This includes capabilities for token holders to propose, vote, and 
implement decisions on how resources are allocated and used, ensuring that the 
community's assets are managed effectively and in line with members' interests.

     - Scalability and Flexibility: As MemeCoinDAO.ai grows, the need for a scalable and 
flexible governance structure becomes critical. Realms supports this growth by allowing the 
DAO to adapt its governance models and structures as needed, ensuring that it remains 
responsive to the community's changing needs and priorities.responsive to the community's changing needs and priorities.
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● DAO as a Service Platform Benefits for MemeCoinDAO.ai: By adopting a 
DAO-as-a-Service model through Realms, MemeCoinDAO.ai stands to gain several key 
advantages:

● Rapid Deployment and Integration: The service model allows for quick setup and 
integration of the DAO within the MemeCoinDAO.ai ecosystem. This means that the 
community can start benefiting from collective governance without significant delays.

● Lower Operational Costs: ● Lower Operational Costs: Running a DAO typically involves various operational tasks and 
expenses. Realms streamlines these processes and reduces the associated costs, making 
it more economically viable to maintain an active and engaged DAO.

● Enhanced User Engagement: With a DAO in place, community members become more 
than just users or investors; they become active participants in the platform's governance. 
This increases engagement, loyalty, and a sense of ownership, which is invaluable for the 
long-term success and vitality of MemeCoinDAO.ai.

● Innovative Governance Features:● Innovative Governance Features: Realms are continually evolving, adding new features 
and capabilities to enhance DAO governance. By utilizing this platform, MemeCoinDAO.ai 
can leverage these innovations to offer a more dynamic, responsive, and effective 
governance experience.

The formation of the Community Token DAO in Phase 5 marks a significant milestone in the The formation of the Community Token DAO in Phase 5 marks a significant milestone in the 
evolution of MemeCoinDAO.ai. By leveraging the SPL governance platform on Realms, the 
platform is set to create a vibrant, democratic, and efficient ecosystem where every 
member has a voice. This phase goes beyond merely setting up a governance structure; 
it's about laying the foundation for a community-driven future, where the collective wisdom 
and passion of the MemeCoinDAO.ai community help steer the platform towards continued 
innovation, growth, and success.

3.f. Phase 6: Solana Program Library (SPL) Token Deployer Bot Launch3.f. Phase 6: Solana Program Library (SPL) Token Deployer Bot Launch

At MemeCoinDAO.ai, we recognize that the key to widespread cryptocurrency adoption 
lies in making the technology accessible and beneficial to both enthusiasts and novices. 
Our SPL Token Deployer Bot is a testament to this philosophy by simplifying the process of 
creating and managing tokens on the Solana blockchain. By incorporating AI into smart 
contract optimization and token deployment, we aim to streamline these processes, 
ensuring they are efficient, secure, and user-friendly.
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AI-Enhanced Smart Contract Optimization
Smart contracts are the backbone of any token or decentralized application (dApp) on the 
blockchain. However, they can be complex and intimidating for those new to the space. 
MemeCoinDAO.ai leverages AI to optimize these contracts, ensuring they are:

● Efficient: By analyzing previous contracts and transactions, AI identifies patterns and 
optimizations that can reduce the cost and increase the speed of transactions.
● Secure: ● Secure: AI algorithms continuously scan for vulnerabilities or potential exploits in smart 
contracts, significantly reducing the risk of fraud or loss.
● Customizable: AI can suggest contract modifications or enhancements based on the 
specific needs and behaviors of users, making each contract more tailored and effective.

Benefits to Crypto Enthusiasts and Novices
The SPL Token Deployer Bot, enhanced with AI, offers several tangible benefits to both 
seasoned crypto enthusiasts and those new to the space:

● Ease of Use:● Ease of Use: Users can deploy tokens without needing to understand the complex 
underlying code. The bot provides a friendly interface, guiding users through the process 
and making token creation accessible to anyone with basic technical knowledge.

● Confidence in Security: Knowing that AI is continuously working to identify and address 
vulnerabilities provides users with peace of mind. They can trust that their tokens and 
transactions are secure, which is especially important for those who might be hesitant 
about entering the crypto space.

● Rapid Deployment:● Rapid Deployment: AI optimization means that contracts are not only safer but also faster 
to deploy. This efficiency is attractive to entrepreneurs and developers looking to quickly 
launch projects or to users wanting to experiment with creating their own tokens.

● Educational Gateway: For novices, the process of creating a token can be an educational 
tool in itself. It introduces them to the workings of blockchain and smart contracts in a 
hands-on manner, demystifying the technology and encouraging deeper engagement.

Examples of Easier Adoption

● Community Tokens: ● Community Tokens: A local community or small organization can create its own token to 
encourage trade and reward participation within the community. MemeCoinDAO.ai's 
deployer makes this process straightforward, promoting the use of crypto in everyday life.
● Artist and Creator Tokens: Artists and creators looking to monetize their work or engage 
with their audience can create personal tokens. The deployer bot simplifies this, enabling 
artists with minimal technical background to take advantage of blockchain technology for 
things like royalties, access to exclusive content, or merchandise.
● Educational Tokens: ● Educational Tokens: Educational institutions or online platforms can issue tokens to 
incentivize learning, where tokens can be exchanged for resources, access to courses, or 
other benefits. This practical application of cryptocurrency can introduce a wide array of
 individuals to the benefits of blockchain technology.

By making token creation and management simple, secure, and efficient, MemeCoinD-By making token creation and management simple, secure, and efficient, MemeCoinD-
AO.ai's SPL Token Deployer Bot, enhanced with smart contract optimization through AI, is 
set to lower the barriers to entry into the cryptocurrency world. The focus extends beyond 
creating tokens; it's about creating a broader understanding and acceptance of 
cryptocurrency, paving the way for widespread adoption and innovation.
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3.g. Phase 7: Sniper/ Trading Bot BETA Launch

MemeCoinDAO.ai lays down the foundational infrastructure by initiating a beta launch of the 
sniping/ trading platform. This phase is designed to solidify the core functionalities, ensure 
stability and security, and begin the process of real-world user engagement through a beta 
program. It's a period characterized by testing, feedback, and iterative improvement, setting 
the stage for a secure and user-friendly trading and governance experience.

● Establishing Core Infrastructure: ● Establishing Core Infrastructure: Exchange Integrations: Integrating with key exchanges on 
the Solana network, such as Jupiter, Orca, and Radium, is a priority. This ensures that users 
have access to a wide range of trading options and liquidity pools, making the platform 
versatile and powerful.

● Security Protocols: Implementing reliable security measures is critical at this stage. This 
includes not just securing user funds and data but also ensuring that the trading algorithms, 
smart contracts, and governance processes are protected against unauthorized access and 
potential vulnerabilities.potential vulnerabilities.

● Performance Optimization: The platform is rigorously optimized for performance, ensuring 
that it can handle high volumes of transactions, provide rapid response times, and maintain 
reliability even under stress.

● Beta LaunchLimited Beta Testing: A select group of users will be invited to participate in the 
beta testing of MemeCoinDAO.ai. This controlled environment allows the team to gather 
valuable insights into user behavior, platform performance, and potential areas for 
improvement.improvement.

● Feedback Loop: An essential aspect of the beta phase is establishing an effective feedback 
loop. Users will be encouraged to report their experiences, suggest enhancements, and 
highlight any issues. This feedback is invaluable in making iterative improvements to the 
platform.

● Security Auditing: Alongside user testing, security audits are conducted to identify and 
address any vulnerabilities. This might involve third-party auditors as well as internal reviews, address any vulnerabilities. This might involve third-party auditors as well as internal reviews, 
ensuring that the platform's security measures are comprehensive and rigorously maintained.

● Community Engagement and Building Early Adopter Involvement: Engaging with the 
community of early adopters is vital. These users are typically more forgiving and enthusiastic, 
providing constructive feedback and helping to shape the platform's future.

● Educational Content:● Educational Content: Providing educational materials and resources to help users understand 
how to use the platform, the benefits of decentralized finance, and the specifics of trading and 
governance on MemeCoinDAO.ai.

● Incentivization Programs: Implementing incentivization programs to reward active beta 
testers and early contributors. This might include token rewards, special access to future 
features, or recognition within the community.

Phase 7 is a pivotal moment for MemeCoinDAO.ai, transitioning from development into 
real-world application. By focusing on building a solid foundation, conducting thorough testing, real-world application. By focusing on building a solid foundation, conducting thorough testing, 
and engaging with the community, MemeCoinDAO.ai aims to ensure that when it fully launches, 
it does so with a platform that is secure, efficient, and aligned with user needs. This phase sets 
the tone for all future developments, emphasizing quality, security, and community – the 
core tenets of MemeCoinDAO.ai's mission.
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3.h. Phase 8: Advanced Feature Integration and User Experience
Phase 8 marks a significant evolution in MemeCoinDAO.ai's journey, focusing on enhancing 
the platform with advanced features and a superior user experience. This phase is about not 
only expanding the capabilities of the platform to cater to more sophisticated trading strategies 
and governance models but also ensuring that these powerful tools are accessible and 
enjoyable for users of all levels.

Advanced Feature IntegrationAdvanced Feature Integration
● Analytics Tools: Introducing advanced analytics tools that provide users with deeper insights 
into market trends, asset performance, and risk factors. These tools are powered by AI and 
machine learning, offering predictive analytics, trend analysis, and personalized trading 
suggestions.

● Risk Management Features: Implementing sophisticated risk management features that help 
users protect their assets and make informed decisions. This includes automated risk 
assessments, customizable alerts for market events, and tools for setting stop-loss or assessments, customizable alerts for market events, and tools for setting stop-loss or 
take-profit parameters.

● Portfolio Tracking and Management: Enhancing the platform with comprehensive portfolio 
tracking and management tools. Users can monitor their assets, track performance over time, 
and receive recommendations for portfolio optimization based on their goals and risk appetite.

● Automated Trading Strategies: Enabling users to implement automated trading strategies that 
can execute trades based on predefined criteria and real-time market data. This includes 
support for algorithmic trading, which allows users to design, test, and deploy their trading support for algorithmic trading, which allows users to design, test, and deploy their trading 
algorithms.

User Experience Enhancements
● Intuitive Design: Overhauling the platform's design to ensure it is intuitive, aesthetically 
pleasing, and easy to navigate. This involves streamlining the interface, improving the layout, 
and ensuring that information is presented clearly and accessibly.

● Personalization: ● Personalization: Incorporating personalization features that allow users to customize their 
dashboard, notifications, and trading environment to fit their preferences and trading style. 
This includes customizable widgets, themes, and layout options.

● Mobile Optimization: Ensuring that MemeCoinDAO.ai is fully optimized for mobile users, 
providing a seamless experience across all devices. This means not just a responsive design 
but also mobile-specific features that take advantage of device capabilities.

● User Support and Education: ● User Support and Education: Expanding the platform's support and educational resources to 
include more comprehensive guides, tutorial videos, and live support options. This helps users 
get the most out of the advanced features and encourages continued learning and exploration.

Precision Trading Capabilities
● Sniper Monitor Feature: Launching the Sniper Monitor, a sophisticated tool designed for 
precision trade execution. This feature allows traders to capitalize on market opportunities with precision trade execution. This feature allows traders to capitalize on market opportunities with 
speed and accuracy, using advanced algorithms to detect optimal entry and exit points. The 
tool is particularly beneficial in volatile markets, where timing and precision are crucial.

● Customizable Trading Algorithms: Enabling users to create, customize, and deploy their 
trading algorithms. By providing a user-friendly interface for algorithm development, along with 
access to historical market data for backtesting, MemeCoinDAO.ai empowers traders 
to tailor their strategies to their exact specifications and risk tolerance.
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● Real-Time Market Analysis: Integrating real-time market analysis tools that provide 
up-to-the-minute data and insights. This includes live feeds of market news, sentiment 
analysis, and predictive modeling, all designed to help users make more informed and 
timely trading decisions.

● Order Type Variety: Expanding the variety of order types available to users, including
conditional orders, bracket orders, and bulk orders. This diversity allows traders to 
implement complex, multi-faceted trading strategies with precision and flexibility.

Community-Driven GrowthCommunity-Driven Growth

● Community Governance Enhancements: Strengthening the community's role in platform 
governance by introducing more nuanced voting mechanisms, proposal templates, and 
delegation options. This allows for more sophisticated and representative decision-making 
processes, reflecting the diverse interests and expertise within the community.

● Collaborative Learning and Mentorship: Establishing collaborative learning and 
mentorship programs within the community. By facilitating knowledge sharing and mentorship programs within the community. By facilitating knowledge sharing and 
peer-to-peer education, newer members can learn from experienced traders, creating a 
culture of continuous learning and improvement.

● Incentive and Reward Programs: Implementing incentive and reward programs that 
recognize and reward active community participation, successful trading strategies, and 
valuable contributions to platform development. This includes token rewards, enhanced 
platform privileges, and public recognition.

● Community-Driven Development:● Community-Driven Development: Encouraging community-driven development by opening 
up the platform for user-generated content, tools, and features. This approach harnesses 
the collective creativity and expertise of the community, leading to a more innovative and 
user-responsive platform.

Phase 8 is more than an upgrade; it's a transformation that enhances every aspect of 
MemeCoinDAO.ai to meet and exceed the evolving needs and expectations of the 
community. By focusing on both innovation and usability and emphasizing community-driv-community. By focusing on both innovation and usability and emphasizing community-driv-
en growth, we aim to attract a wider audience, foster greater engagement, and solidify 
MemeCoinDAO.ai's position as a leading platform in the DeFi space. Join us as we 
continue to innovate, empower, and grow together in this exciting phase of our journey.

3.i. Phase 9: Revenue Sharing Model Deployment

● Deployment Fee Redistribution: We buy back on the $MEMES chart using a portion of the 
fees collected from token deployments. The $MEMES tokens are then distributed amongst 
members of the Community Token DAO in proportion to the number of tokens they are 
holding in their wallets thus encouraging active participation and investment in the platform.

● Transaction Tax for Continuous Growth: A nominal 1% tax on transactions post-beta 
testing of our sniper and trading bot features will be reinvested into ongoing research and 
development. A portion of these taxes are used to buy back on the $MEMES chart and development. A portion of these taxes are used to buy back on the $MEMES chart and 
again are distributed back to DAO members simply by holding $MEMES token in their 
wallets. This ensures continuous improvement and innovation along with a generous 
revenue sharing model.
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3.j. Phase 10: Incubation Program - Fostering Innovation and Growth

Recognizing the pivotal role of innovation in driving the DeFi ecosystem forward, 
MemeCoinDAO.ai is proud to introduce our Incubation Program. This initiative is dedicated 
to supporting emerging projects and developers in the decentralized finance space by 
providing comprehensive resources and guidance. Our program aims to nurture the 
development of innovative DeFi solutions, ensuring they have the support needed to 
succeed and thrive.succeed and thrive.

Program Objectives

The Incubation Program is designed to accelerate the journey of DeFi projects from 
concept to market, focusing on three critical areas:

1. Development Assistance: Central to our Incubation Program is our commitment to 
providing extensive development assistance. We understand that the backbone of any 
successful DeFi project lies in its technology. As such, MemeCoinDAO.ai offers mentorship successful DeFi project lies in its technology. As such, MemeCoinDAO.ai offers mentorship 
from industry experts, technical support from seasoned developers, and access to a suite of 
development tools. This support encompasses everything from smart contract coding and 
security measures to designing scalable and efficient system architectures. Our goal is to 
ensure that incubated projects are not only technologically robust and innovative but also 
scalable and secure, setting a solid foundation for future growth and success.

2. Liquidity and Financial Support:2. Liquidity and Financial Support: A crucial aspect of any project's success in the DeFi space 
is its liquidity and financial viability. MemeCoinDAO.ai's Incubation Program 
addresses this by assisting projects with initial liquidity provision, which is vital for the smooth 
operation and user adoption of any DeFi platform. Furthermore, we facilitate 
connections between emerging projects and potential investors, as well as funding 
opportunities. This financial support is aimed at alleviating the capital constraints often faced 
by startups, thereby allowing them to focus on innovation and growth.

3. Marketing and Community Building:3. Marketing and Community Building: In the digital age, visibility and community support are 
as crucial as the product itself. Recognizing this, MemeCoinDAO.ai provides incubated 
projects with marketing support and community engagement resources. This includes 
strategic marketing planning, branding, exposure to our extensive network, and 
community-building initiatives. A strong, supportive user base not only drives the project's 
adoption but also provides valuable feedback and advocacy. By helping projects to 
effectively communicate their vision and value proposition, we aim to facilitate a strong market effectively communicate their vision and value proposition, we aim to facilitate a strong market 
presence and foster a loyal and engaged community around them.

Benefits for Participants

By joining the MemeCoinDAO.ai Incubation Program, developers and project teams gain 
access to:

● Expertise and Mentorship: Learn from seasoned professionals and experts in blockchain 
technology, finance, and business strategy.

● Network and Partnerships:● Network and Partnerships: Connect with a wide network of industry players, potential 
partners, and other innovators in the DeFi space.

● Visibility and Branding: Leverage our marketing resources and community 
channels to build your project's presence and credibility in the market.
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Commitment to Innovation

MemeCoinDAO.ai is committed to being at the forefront of DeFi innovation. Our Incubation 
Program reflects this commitment, providing a platform for the next generation of DeFi 
projects to grow and make a lasting impact on the industry. We believe that by supporting 
these innovators, we are investing in the future of finance, creating a more inclusive, 
efficient, and diverse financial ecosystem.

Joining the ProgramJoining the Program

We welcome ambitious projects and individuals who are passionate about DeFi and eager to 
make a difference. If you have an innovative idea and the drive to see it through, we invite you 
to apply to the MemeCoinDAO.ai Incubation Program. Together, let's build the future of 
decentralized finance.

In conclusion, MemeCoinDAO.ai's Incubation Program is a comprehensive initiative designed In conclusion, MemeCoinDAO.ai's Incubation Program is a comprehensive initiative designed 
to support, nurture, and accelerate the growth of emerging DeFi projects. Through develop-
ment assistance, financial support, and marketing and community building efforts, we are 
committed to empowering developers and ensuring the success of innovative projects in the 
decentralized finance space. With this program, MemeCoinDAO.ai is excited to contribute to a 
thriving, dynamic, and innovative DeFi ecosystem.

For more information on the Incubation Program and how to apply, please visit our website or 
contact us directly. Be a part of the change with MemeCoinDAO.ai!

4. Long-term Expansion and Adaptation
MemeCoinDAO.ai embarks on a strategic expansion to establish a global presence and 
commit to a path of continuous innovation. This phase is characterized by proactive outreach 
to new markets, forging strategic partnerships, and a relentless pursuit of technological 
advancement. The aim is to position MemeCoinDAO.ai as a leader in the decentralized finance advancement. The aim is to position MemeCoinDAO.ai as a leader in the decentralized finance 
(DeFi) space worldwide, continuously adapting and growing to meet the ever-changing needs 
of the global community.

Global Outreach Initiatives
● Expansion to New Markets: Identifying and entering new geographical markets that show 
potential for DeFi adoption. This involves localizing the platform to fit different languages, 
cultures, and regulatory environments, making MemeCoinDAO.ai accessible and appealing to cultures, and regulatory environments, making MemeCoinDAO.ai accessible and appealing to 
a diverse global audience.

● Strategic Partnerships: Forming strategic partnerships with other blockchain projects, 
financial institutions, and technology providers worldwide. These collaborations aim to 
enhance platform capabilities, extend market reach, and provide users with a more 
comprehensive and efficient DeFi experience.

● Community Building Worldwide: Investing in building a global community of users, 
developers, and advocates for MemeCoinDAO.ai. This includes hosting events, workshops, developers, and advocates for MemeCoinDAO.ai. This includes hosting events, workshops, 
and meetups around the world, as well as strengthening an active online community through 
forums, social media, and other digital platforms.

● Regulatory Engagement and Compliance: Navigating the complex landscape of global 
regulations related to cryptocurrency and DeFi. This involves engaging with regulators,
participating in industry associations, and ensuring that MemeCoinDAO.ai is 
compliant with regulations in each market it enters.
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Continuous Innovation Strategy
● Research and Development: Investing heavily in research and development to stay at the 
forefront of DeFi technology. This includes exploring new blockchain protocols, trading algorithms, 
governance models, and other innovations that could enhance the platform.

● User-Centric Design and Development: Continuously collecting feedback from users and 
incorporating it into the design and development of new features and improvements. This 
user-centric approach ensures that MemeCoinDAO.ai remains responsive to the needs and user-centric approach ensures that MemeCoinDAO.ai remains responsive to the needs and 
preferences of its community.

● Technology Adoption and Integration: Keeping abreast of technological advancements and 
integrating them into the platform. This could include new blockchain technologies, AI and machine 
learning algorithms, cybersecurity measures, and any other technologies that can improve platform 
performance and security.

● Agile and Adaptive Development:● Agile and Adaptive Development: Maintaining an agile and adaptive development process that 
allows MemeCoinDAO.ai to quickly respond to changing market conditions, user needs, and 
technological advancements. This agility ensures that the platform can continue to innovate and 
evolve at the pace required in the fast-moving DeFi space.

Long-term Expansion Strategies
● Diversifying Offerings: Continually expanding and diversifying the range of services and products 
offered by MemeCoinDAO.ai. This might include new types of trading tools, financial instruments, 
educational resources, and community initiatives, ensuring that the platform remains comprehensive educational resources, and community initiatives, ensuring that the platform remains comprehensive 
and appealing to a broad user base.

● Ecosystem Development: Focusing on building a thriving ecosystem around MemeCoinDAO.ai, 
including third-party apps, services, and integrations. Encouraging developers and entrepreneurs to 
build on the MemeCoinDAO.ai platform, creating a rich tapestry of interconnected services that 
benefit the entire community.

● Global Brand Building: ● Global Brand Building: Establishing MemeCoinDAO.ai as a globally recognized and trusted brand in 
the DeFi space. This involves not just marketing and outreach but also consistently delivering 
excellence, innovation, and value to users.

● Sustainable Growth: Ensuring that growth is sustainable over the long term, with a focus on
 scalability, security, and user satisfaction. This includes investing in infrastructure, personnel, and 
processes that can support continued expansion without compromising on quality or service.

Continuous Adaptation Approach
● Market and Trend Monitoring:● Market and Trend Monitoring: Keeping a close eye on market trends, regulatory developments, and 
technological advancements. This vigilance ensures that MemeCoinDAO.ai can anticipate changes 
and adapt proactively, rather than reactively.

● Feedback-Driven Evolution: Maintaining an open and responsive feedback loop with the community, 
allowing MemeCoinDAO.ai to evolve in line with user needs and preferences. This includes regular 
surveys, forums for discussion, and channels for direct feedback.

● Flexible and Resilient Infrastructure: ● Flexible and Resilient Infrastructure: Developing an infrastructure that is both flexible and resilient, 
capable of scaling up or down as needed and withstanding various challenges. The scope of 
development transcends technical infrastructure to include organizational structures and business 
models.

● Ongoing Learning and Development: Committing to ongoing learning and development for the
 MemeCoinDAO.ai team, ensuring that they remain skilled and knowledgeable about the 
latest developments in DeFi, blockchain technology, and related fields.
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5. Tokenomics
The tokenomics of MemeCoinDAO.ai are designed to create a sustainable and vibrant 
economy within the platform, aiding participation, growth, and stability. With a total supply 
capped at 100 million tokens, the aim is to maintain scarcity and value while encouraging 
active use and trading of the token. Here we detail the key aspects of MemeCoinDAO.ai's 
tokenomics, including supply constraints, tax considerations, team token vesting, and
 strategies for exchange listings. strategies for exchange listings.

Total Supply and Scarcity
Capped Supply of 100 Million: The total supply of tokens will be capped at 100 million. This 
cap ensures scarcity and helps maintain the token's value over time. A limited supply often 
encourages careful consideration and strategic use of tokens, contributing to a more stable 
and predictable market.

Zero Percent Tax for Encouraging Trading
To encourage active trading and liquidity, MemeCoinDAO.ai will implement a zero percent tax To encourage active trading and liquidity, MemeCoinDAO.ai will implement a zero percent tax 
rate on transactions. This policy is intended to minimize the friction associated with trading and 
holding tokens, making it more attractive for users to engage in trading activities and for new 
users to join the platform.

Team Tokens
Five percent (18.5%) will be allocated to the founding team, advisors, and early contributors. Five percent (18.5%) will be allocated to the founding team, advisors, and early contributors. 
This allocation is meant to incentivize and reward those who have invested their time and effort 
into making MemeCoinDAO.ai a reality.

Centralized Exchange Listings and Token Reserve
●Ten percent (10%) of the total token supply will be reserved and kept in the deployer for 
future listings on centralized exchanges. This strategic reserve is essential for facilitating 
broader adoption and accessibility of the token, as listings on prominent exchanges can 
significantly increase visibility, liquidity, and user adoption.significantly increase visibility, liquidity, and user adoption.

● Liquidity and Market Health: By carefully planning and timing these listings, 
MemeCoinDAO.ai aims to ensure healthy liquidity and market conditions for the token. 
This approach helps prevent excessive volatility and maintains user confidence in the token's 
market.

Additional Supply Distribution:
Private Sale  14.50%
Strategic Partnerships  10.00%Strategic Partnerships  10.00%
Marketing  5.00%
Team  8.50%
PooChain Holders Airdrop  5.00%
Reserved  10.00%
CEX  10.00%
Presale  27.00%
LP  10.00%LP  10.00%

The tokenomics of MemeCoinDAO.ai are crafted with the dual goals of cultivating a thriving The tokenomics of MemeCoinDAO.ai are crafted with the dual goals of cultivating a thriving 
economic ecosystem and ensuring long-term platform sustainability. By maintaining a capped 
total supply, eliminating transaction taxes, implementing a vesting schedule for team tokens, 
and strategically managing centralized exchange listings, MemeCoinDAO.ai aims to create a 
token that is attractive to users, traders, and investors alike. These measures are designed to 
encourage active participation, reward long-term commitment, and maintain a stable and 
healthy market for the token, supporting the continuous growth and success of the 
MemeCoinDAO.ai platform.MemeCoinDAO.ai platform.
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6. Governance

MemeCoinDAO.ai employs a community governance model using the Realms.today SPL gover-MemeCoinDAO.ai employs a community governance model using the Realms.today SPL gover-
nance platform. This approach is designed to ensure that all decisions reflect the collective will of 
the token holders, helping create a transparent, inclusive, and democratic ecosystem. Governance 
plays a crucial role in maintaining the integrity, adaptability, and longevity of the platform. Here we 
explore how the Realms.today platform facilitates this governance and the benefits it brings to all 
token holders.

Realms.today SPL Governance Platform

● Decentralized Decision-Making: Realms.today enables decentralized decision-making by providing 
the tools necessary for proposing, voting on, and implementing changes to the MemeCoinDAO.ai 
platform. This ensures that power is distributed among the community rather than concentrated in 
the hands of a few.

● Transparent and Secure Voting: The platform supports secure and transparent voting mechanisms. 
Every vote is recorded on the blockchain, providing an immutable and verifiable record of all 
governance actions. This transparency builds trust among community members and ensures 
accountability.accountability.

● Flexible Governance Structures: Realms.today allows for flexible governance structures, support-
ing various types of proposals and voting systems. This adaptability ensures that the governance 
model can evolve with the community's needs and preferences.

Benefits of Community Governance

● Collective Wisdom: Community governance harnesses the collective wisdom of all token holders. 
By allowing the community to propose and vote on decisions, the platform benefits from a diverse 
range of perspectives and expertise, leading to more informed and well-founded decision-making.

● Increased Engagement and Ownership: When token holders have a say in the platform's direction, 
they are more likely to feel a sense of ownership and commitment. This increased engagement 
leads to a more active, vibrant, and dedicated community, which is vital for the long-term success 
and growth of MemeCoinDAO.ai.

● Adaptability and Resilience: ● Adaptability and Resilience: Community-governed platforms are typically more adaptable and resil-
ient to changes. The governance model allows for quick and collective responses to new challeng-
es, market conditions, or opportunities, ensuring that the platform remains relevant and effective.

● Alignment of Interests: Community governance helps align the interests of the platform with those 
of its users. Since decisions are made by the token holders, they are likely to reflect the
 community's best interests, leading to policies and updates that benefit all stakeholders.

● Trust and Transparency: The open and transparent nature of community governance builds trust 
among users. Knowing that the platform operates democratically and that decisions are made 
openly encourages confidence in the platform and its future.

Governance is a cornerstone of the MemeCoinDAO.ai platform, and the use of the Realms.today Governance is a cornerstone of the MemeCoinDAO.ai platform, and the use of the Realms.today 
SPL governance platform ensures that this governance is as effective, transparent, and inclusive as 
possible. By empowering token holders to actively participate in decision-making, MemeCoinDAO.ai 
stimulates growth of a strong, engaged, and committed community. This community governance 
model benefits all holders by leveraging collective wisdom, increasing engagement, ensuring 
adaptability, aligning interests, and maintaining trust and transparency. As MemeCoinDAO.ai grows 
and evolves, its governance model will continue to serve as a critical component of
 its success and sustainability. its success and sustainability.
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7. Security Measures

In the fast-paced and constantly evolving world of cryptocurrency, maintaining rigorous se-In the fast-paced and constantly evolving world of cryptocurrency, maintaining rigorous se-
curity measures is paramount. For MemeCoinDAO.ai, ensuring the safety and security of 
the platform and its users is a top priority. The platform is committed to ongoing upgrades 
and enhancements to its security features, aiming to stay at the forefront of technological 
advancements and set an industry benchmark within the meme token culture. Here we dis-
cuss the various security measures and strategies employed by MemeCoinDAO.ai to pro-
tect its ecosystem.

Continuous Security Upgrades

● Regular Audits: MemeCoinDAO.ai commits to regular audits of its smart contracts, code-
base, and operational procedures. These audits are conducted by reputable third-party se-
curity firms, ensuring an unbiased and thorough examination of the platform's security in-
frastructure.

● Real-Time Monitoring: Implementing real-time monitoring systems to detect and respond 
to any unusual activity or potential security threats. This proactive approach ensures that 
any issues can be identified and addressed swiftly, minimizing potential damage.

● Encryption and Data Protection: Employing state-of-the-art encryption techniques to 
secure user data and transactions. This includes not only the encryption of data at rest and 
in transit but also the implementation of secure key management practices.

● User Security Education:● User Security Education: Providing users with resources and best practices for securing 
their accounts and assets. This includes information on securing private keys, recognizing 
phishing attempts, and safely interacting with the platform.

Staying Ahead of Technological Advancements

● Technology Scanning and Adoption: Keeping a close eye on emerging technologies and 
integrating them into the platform as appropriate. This includes advancements in block-
chain security, cryptographic techniques, and cybersecurity tools.

● Decentralization of Infrastructure: Further decentralizing the platform's infrastructure to 
reduce single points of failure and increase overall resilience against attacks. This includes 
distributed storage solutions, decentralized hosting, and other measures that enhance the 
platform's stability.

● Community Collaboration: Engaging with the broader security community to stay informed 
about new threats and solutions. This involves participating in security forums, hackathons, 
and other events where knowledge and techniques are shared.
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8. Team

The team behind MemeCoinDAO.ai is a diverse group of individuals with a shared passion for 
decentralized finance and a commitment to making DeFi accessible and secure for everyone. 
The team combines expertise from various fields, including blockchain technology, cybersecurity, 
finance, software development, and user experience design. In this section, we will introduce the finance, software development, and user experience design. In this section, we will introduce the 
core team members, their backgrounds, and their roles within the project, highlighting how their 
collective experience and skills contribute to the success of MemeCoinDAO.ai.

Core Team Members

Founder and CEO: The visionary leader who conceptualized MemeCoinDAO.ai. With a back-
ground in blockchain technology and entrepreneurial leadership, the CEO guides the strategic 
direction of the project and ensures that it stays true to its mission of democratizing finance.

Chief Technology Officer (CTO): Responsible for overseeing the development and security of the 
MemeCoinDAO.ai platform. With extensive experience in software development and blockchain 
technology, the CTO ensures that the platform is built on a solid technological foundation and 
continuously innovates to stay ahead of the curve.

Chief Security Officer (CSO): Tasked with ensuring the security and integrity of the 
MemeCoinDAO.ai platform. With a background in cybersecurity and risk management, the CSO MemeCoinDAO.ai platform. With a background in cybersecurity and risk management, the CSO 
implements rigorous security measures, oversees regular audits, and leads the response to any 
security incidents.

Head of Operations: Manages the day-to-day operations of MemeCoinDAO.ai, ensuring that all 
aspects of the project run smoothly and efficiently. With experience in project management and 
operations, this role is crucial for coordinating team efforts and managing resources effectively.

Lead Blockchain Developer: Specializes in blockchain technology and smart contract 
development. This team member is responsible for building and maintaining the core blockchain development. This team member is responsible for building and maintaining the core blockchain 
infrastructure of MemeCoinDAO.ai, including the token deployer, governance platform, and other 
blockchain-based features.

Community Manager: Acts as the liaison between the team and the community. With skills in 
communication and community engagement, this role is responsible for looking after a vibrant and 
supportive community, gathering feedback, and ensuring that the community's voice is heard in 
the decision-making process.

Marketing Director:Marketing Director: Leads the marketing and branding efforts for MemeCoinDAO.ai. 
With expertise in marketing strategy and brand development, this role is crucial for building 
awareness of the platform, attracting new users, and establishing MemeCoinDAO.ai as a leader in 
the DeFi space.

Advisors and Contributors: A network of advisors and contributors who provide expertise and 
guidance in specific areas, such as regulatory compliance, financial analysis, and user experience guidance in specific areas, such as regulatory compliance, financial analysis, and user experience 
design. These individuals are leaders in their respective fields and play a vital role in ensuring 
that MemeCoinDAO.ai stays informed and aligned with industry best practices.

The team behind MemeCoinDAO.ai is its greatest asset, bringing together a wide range of skills, 
experiences, and perspectives. Each member plays a critical role in the development and success 
of the platform, driven by a shared commitment to innovation, security, and community. 
As MemeCoinDAO.ai continues to grow and evolve, the team remains dedicated to delivering a As MemeCoinDAO.ai continues to grow and evolve, the team remains dedicated to delivering a 
high-quality, secure, and user-friendly DeFi experience for all.
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9. Envisioning the Future of Decentralized Finance

As we stand at the precipice of a new era in finance, MemeCoinDAO.ai invites you to 
envision a future where the creation, deployment, and management of cryptocurrencies are 
not just the preserve of a technologically elite few, but accessible to everyone. Imagine a 
world where every individual can engage with the financial system with the same tools and 
opportunities, regardless of their background or location.

In this future, the barriers to entry are dismantled, allowing for a surge of innovation and In this future, the barriers to entry are dismantled, allowing for a surge of innovation and 
participation that enriches the entire ecosystem. Sophisticated trading tools, once the 
domain of specialized firms, are now in the hands of the many, driving a new wave of 
financial strategies and opportunities. The decentralization of finance is no longer a 
buzzword but a reality, characterized by a vibrant community of users who are not only 
participants but also creators and governors of their financial world.

Safety and security in this future are not afterthoughts but foundational elements built into Safety and security in this future are not afterthoughts but foundational elements built into 
every level of the financial system. Regular users can engage with DeFi products and 
services with confidence, knowing that their assets are protected by the most advanced 
security measures, continuously updated to stay ahead of threats. The fast-paced world of 
crypto technology is matched by an equally agile approach to security, ensuring that as the 
ecosystem evolves, so too does its defenses.

But perhaps the most revolutionary aspect of this future is the way decisions are made. But perhaps the most revolutionary aspect of this future is the way decisions are made. 
Gone are the days of opaque, top-down governance. Instead, community governance 
flourishes, with every token holder having a voice and a stake in the direction of the 
platform. This democratic approach leads to more robust, inclusive, and innovative financial 
solutions that truly reflect the needs and desires of the community.

MemeCoinDAO.ai is actively building the future, not merely imagining it. With each phase 
of our roadmap, we are laying the groundwork for a paradigm shift in the world of 
decentralized finance. But this is not a journey we can undertake alone. It requires thedecentralized finance. But this is not a journey we can undertake alone. It requires the
collective effort, creativity, and passion of the entire community.

We invite you to join us in this endeavor. Whether you are a trader, developer, enthusiast, 
or newcomer to the world of cryptocurrency, your voice and participation are invaluable.
Together, we can realize this vision of a more accessible, secure, and community-driven 
financial future. The journey has just begun, and the possibilities are limitless. 
Welcome to the future of finance. Welcome to MemeCoinDAO.ai.
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DEPLOYMENT PHASES

1.  $MEMES token private/presale

2.  Airdrop and $MEMES launch

3.  CG, CMC, AVE

4.  CEX Listing

5.  DAO creation on the Realms.today platform

6.  6.  Deployment of MemeCoinDAO_Bot

7.  Sniper/trading bot beta launch

8.  Advanced features integration

9.  Revenue sharing model deployment

10. Incubation program launch
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Phase 1: $MEMES token Private/ Presale

-   Private concludes Dec 31st 23:59:59 UTC
-   Make Telegram Public and announce presale Jan 1st 00:00 UTC
-   Presale concludes Jan 6th 00:00 UTC

Phase 2: Airdrop and $MEMES Launch

-   Airdrop starts Jan 8th/9th TBD
-   Token deployed Jan 9th TBD-   Token deployed Jan 9th TBD
-   Update Birdeye, Dextools, Dexscreener
-   List on Moontok, NTM, AVE 
-   Marketing, trending, shilling/ raiding
-   Meme competition/ Community engagement

Phase 3: CG, CMC, AVE

Phase 4: CEX Listing

Phase 5: Phase 5: Community Token DAO (Decentralized Autonomous Organization) Formation

-   DAO Infrastructure: Establishing Community Token DAO using $MEMES on the Solana 
blockchain, leveraging Realms' documentation and tools for a robust and user-centric
organization.
-   DAO Tokenomics and Governance: Defining and implementing $MEMES tokenomics and 
governance structures that ensure fair distribution and incentivization, allowing token
holders to influence the platform's future.
-   Community Engagement and Growth: Developing strategies for community engagement -   Community Engagement and Growth: Developing strategies for community engagement 
and hosting educational sessions to ensure the community is well-informed about the 
DAO's workings.

Phase 6: SPL (Solana Program Library) Token Deployer Telegram Bot Beta Launch

-   Infrastructure Development: Establishing MemeCoinDAO_Bot's core infrastructure, 
integrating with key Solana network exchanges.
-   Launch SPL Token Deployer Bot: Accessible through Telegram, enabling efficient 
deployment of tokens on the Solana blockchain using pre-verified contracts.deployment of tokens on the Solana blockchain using pre-verified contracts.
-   User Accessibility and Security: Creating a user-friendly interface on Telegram for 
streamlined token deployment and ensuring top-tier security measures.
-   Community and Developer Support: Providing comprehensive guides and support
channels for new users, establishing a feedback loop with the early adopter community.

Phase 7: Sniper/ Trading Bot Beta Launch

-   Testing and Beta Release: Conducting exhaustive testing of primary trading functions -   Testing and Beta Release: Conducting exhaustive testing of primary trading functions 
and launching a closed beta version of MemeCoinDAO_Bot to gather initial user feedback.
-   Community Engagement: Initiating a strong community engagement plan, implementing 
a dynamic feedback loop with early adopters.
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Phase 8: : Advanced Feature Integration and User Experience

-  Feature Expansion: Introducing advanced analytical tools, risk management features, and 
comprehensive portfolio tracking within MemeCoinDAO.ai.
-  User Interface Enhancement: Overhauling the user interface for an intuitive, streamlined 
user experience.
- -  Community and Education: Expanding the MemeCoinDAO.ai community through targeted 
educational content and support.
-  Sniper Monitor Feature: Launching the innovative Sniper Monitor feature for precise trade 
execution.
-  Beta Testing and Optimization: Introducing the Sniper Monitor in a beta phase, inviting 
user feedback for refinement.
-  Scalability and Partnerships: Beginning scalability enhancements to accommodate
growing trading volumes and user activity.growing trading volumes and user activity.

Phase 9: Revenue Sharing Model Deployment

-  Deployment Fee Redistribution: We buy back on the $MEMES chart using a portion of the 
fees collected from token deployments. The $MEME tokens are then distributed amongst 
members of the Community Token DAO in proportion to the number of tokens they are 
holding in their wallets encouraging active participation and investment in the platform.
-  Transaction Tax for Continuous Growth: A minimal 1% tax on transactions post-beta 
testing of our sniper and trading bot features will be reinvested into ongoing research and testing of our sniper and trading bot features will be reinvested into ongoing research and 
development. A portion of these taxes are used to buy back on the $MEMES chart and 
again are distributed back to DAO members simply by holding $MEMES token in their 
wallets. This ensures continuous improvement and innovation along with a generous 
revenue sharing model.

Phase 10: Incubation Program - Fostering Innovation and Growth

-  Introduction of Incubation Program: Supporting emerging projects and developers by 
providing comprehensive resources and guidance in decentralized finance.providing comprehensive resources and guidance in decentralized finance.
-  Development Assistance: Offering mentorship, technical support, and access to 
development tools for building robust, scalable, and secure projects.
-  Liquidity and Financial Support: Assisting projects with initial liquidity provision and 
connecting them with potential investors and funding opportunities.
-  Marketing and Community Building: Providing marketing support and community 
engagement resources to help projects gain visibility and foster a supportive user base.

By sequentially integrating the Revenue Sharing Model and the Incubation Program into our By sequentially integrating the Revenue Sharing Model and the Incubation Program into our 
roadmap, MemeCoinDAO.ai is dedicated to creating a sustainable, innovative, and 
community-focused ecosystem in the DeFi space. Join us on this journey to build a more 
inclusive and prosperous financial future for all.
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M EMECOINDAO.AI
twitter.com/MemeCoinDAOai

t.me/memecoindao
info@memecoindao.ai
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